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ABOUT US

The firm was found in 1999. It is private family business. The 
basic guideline of work is providing to the enterprises of a 
foundry and metallurgical complex of the technical decisions 
allowing to improve quality of production and to raise produc-
tion efficiency.

Our long-term experience in conjunction with a high quality 
of materials and equipment allowed the foundry enterprises to 
improve quality of moulding substantively, to reduce spoilage, 
to lower manufacture expenses, and to meet competition suc-
cessfully in the world markets in rigid market conditions.

Rendering of technical consultations and technological sup-
port at the implementation of new technologies, materials and 
equipment allowed our company to take a leading position in 
the Ukrainian market.

Cooperation with us is the way to success and prosperity!

For today we cooperate with a number of well-known firms of 
Germany, the Great Britain, Belgium, Netherlands producing 
the modern equipment and materials for foundry and metal-
lurgical industry.

We also would like to propose our own products and technical 
solutions.

“Engineering company - SAS” supplies the wide range of 
products and consulting services:

- Materials, equipments and tools for foundry enter-
prises and metallurgical complex (mainly for non-fer-
rous metals and alloys).

- Foundry consulting in the field of the foundry process 
(equipments, materials and technologies). Cast metals 
quality complex investigations (structure, mechanical 
and physical properties, cast defects analyzing).

- Heating systems for foundry - equipments, services 
and consulting.

The number of our clients has turned 250 and continues to 
grow stably, and among them are the largest manufacturers of 
moulding.

Cooperation, as a rule, is a long-term. The given fact testifies 
both to high quality of our workings and to essential economic 
benefit at their implementation.

ABOUT US
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A.   FOUNDRY TOOLS
“Engineering company – SAS” Ltd.  produces foundry tools 
in accordance to our long-term experience in foundry tech-
nologies and modern materials usage. The main list of our 
foundry tools is suitable for gravity casting, high pressure 
die casting, art casting, recycling plants and also for ferrous 
cast and metallurgy. Foundry tools are designed for effective 
technological operations with liquid metals in different types of 
furnaces. Working parts of foundry tools are made from steel 
by stamping.

Working surface of tools contacting with liquid metal can 
be protect with special coatings (Cillolin and Mikrocollid by 
Schafer from Germany or another).

Foundry handles are made from variable sections of steel with 
different types of ending according to the customer request. 
Different shapes and capacities of foundry tools can be possi-
ble by customer request . 

1. DEGASSING / REFINING PLUNGER
Using for degassing, refining (cleaning) and modi-
fying melt of non-ferrous alloys (aluminium, copper, 
zinc and lead – based alloys) by powder or tablet flux-
es addition in melt.

Producing in three main sizes in accordance to the 
melt weight. The effective addition of degassing/mod-
ifying tablets and cleaning fluxes to the melt is due to 
the optimal shape and holes allocation.

A. Foundry tools
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1.1. Small degassing / refining plunger С-1
Applying for degassing, refining (cleaning) and mod-
ifying melt of non-ferrous alloys (aluminium, copper, 
zinc and lead – based alloys) by powder or tablet flux-
es addition in melt.

Tool is made from 3 mm gauge steel by stamping. The 
shape: semi-sphere. The external dimensions: diam-
eter 123 mm, height 49 mm.

Capacity of SMALL DEGASSING / REFINING PLUNG-
ER is 250 gram of flux or one tablet (200-250 gram). 
It is appropriate for up to 250 kg of liquid melt treat-
ment. 

1.2. Medium degassing / refining plunger С-2
Applying for degassing, refining (cleaning) and mod-
ifying melt of non-ferrous alloys (aluminium, copper, 
zinc and lead – based alloys) by powder or tablet flux-
es addition in melt.

Tool is made from 3 mm gauge steel by stamping. The 
shape: truncated sphere. The external dimensions: di-
ameter 123 mm, height 84 mm.

Capacity of MEDIUM DEGASSING / REFINING 
PLUNGER is 500 gram of flux or two tablets. It is ap-
propriate for   up to 500 kg of liquid melt treatment. 
Two tablets (400 gram) is average dosage for 400 kg 
of copper-based melt.

1.3. Large degassing / refining plunger С-3
Applying for degassing, refining (cleaning) and mod-
ifying melt of non-ferrous alloys (aluminium, copper, 
zinc and lead – based alloys) by powder or tablet flux-
es addition in melt.

Tool is made from 3 mm gauge steel by stamping. 
The shape: extended truncated sphere. The external 
dimensions: diameter 123 mm, height 144 mm.

Capacity of LARGE DEGASSING / REFINING PLUNG-
ER is 1000 gram of flux or five tablets. It is appropri-
ate for up to 1000 kg of liquid melt treatment. 

A. Foundry tools
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2. DROSS (SLAG) SKIMMER

Foundry tool for dross (slag) skimming from liquid metals surface and also for stirring the melt. Tool is effective for skimming 
and stirring operations in all types of furnaces and transport ladles. Different shapes are possible.

2.1. Ladle-type dross (slag) skimmer L-1
Applying for dross (slag) skimming from liquid 
metals surface and also for stirring the melt in all 
types of furnaces and transport ladles.

Tool is made from 3 mm gauge steel by stamp-
ing. The shape: concave disk. The external di-
mensions: diameter 124 mm, height 33 mm.

The holes are optimal distribute for skimming 
operation without metal loss.

2.2. Shovel-type dross (slag) skimmer L-2
Tool is made from 3 mm gauge steel. The shape: 
plate. 

The external dimensions: width 175 mm, length 
150 mm.

A. Foundry tools
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3. POURING LADLES
Foundry tool for pouring liquid metals and alloys. 
Tool is made from steel by stamping with one or two 
spouts (for right or left hand). Different capacities and 
steel gauges are possible.

3.1. Pouring ladle for non-ferrous metals AL-1000
Foundry tool for pouring liquid non-ferrous metals 
and alloys (aluminium, copper, zinc and lead – based 
alloys). 

Tool is made from steel by stamping with two spouts 
(for right or left hand). Different capacities and steel 
gauges are possible.

Model Al-1000 in semi-sphere shape with diameter 
126 mm and volume 452 cm3. The capacity: 1040 
gram Al, 3980 gram Cu, 3200 gram Zn.

3.2. Pouring ladle for ferrous metals AM-1
Foundry tool for samples pouring and for small cast 
pouring for steel and cast iron melt.

Tool is made from heavy gauge steel (up to 10 mm) 
by stamping. The shape: semi-sphere with diameter 
160 mm and volume 1070 cm3. The capacity: 7490 
gram of cast iron.

A. Foundry tools
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3.3. Small pouring ladle for ferrous metals AM-2
Foundry tool for samples pouring for chemical 
analyzes and mechanical properties testing of 
steel and cast iron melt in metallurgy.

Tool is made from steel (4 mm thickness) by 
stamping. The shape: semi-sphere with diameter 
70 mm and volume 180 cm3. The capacity: 1260 
gram of cast iron.

A. Foundry tools
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4. HANDLES FOR FOUNDRY TOOLS
Rigid handles are made from square section steel rod with different types of ending: for welding or screw connection with tools.

Handles, connection “screw” The tool assembly

Handles can be made with different length and hand ending (“O” or “T”-type hand ending).

A. Foundry tools
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5. LADLE

5.1. Transport ladle for non-ferrous metals 
K1Ral4,7 (for one person using)

Foundry equipment for transportation and pour-
ing of liquid non-ferrous metals and alloys (al-
uminium, copper, zinc and lead – based alloys).

Walls and bottom are made from 3 mm gauge 
steel. The external dimensions: diameter 150 
mm (upper part), diameter 120 mm (bottom 
part), height 140 mm. Volume: 2,01 liters. Ca-
pacity: 4,7 kg of aluminium, 17,5 kg of copper.

Ladle can be covering by special protection 
coatings. Different capacities and shapes are 
possible.

5.2. Transport ladle for non-ferrous metals 
K2Ral25 (for two persons using)

Foundry equipment for transportation and pour-
ing of liquid non-ferrous metals and alloys (al-
uminium, copper, zinc and lead – based alloys).

Walls and bottom are made from 3 mm gauge 
steel. The external dimensions: diameter 250 
mm (upper part), diameter 230 mm (bottom 
part), height 240 mm. Volume: 10,86 liters. Ca-
pacity: 25 kg of aluminium, 78 kg of copper.

Two removable handles and main crucible body 
provides rigid construction for safe and accura-
cy melt pouring operation. Ladle can be lining or 
covering by special protection coatings. Differ-
ent capacities and shapes are possible.

A. Foundry tools
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B.  FLUXES FOR NON-FERROUS METALS AND
     ALLOYS

Well known practice for melting of non-ferrous alloys is flux-
ing operations of liquid metal for various functions:

- covering melt,

- drossing off,

- cleaning (refining) melt,

- degassing melt,

- Modifying cast structure.

More than 30 years of experience in liquid non-ferrous metals 
operations in accordance to the modern science researches 
allow us to present effective products for non-ferrous metals 
recycling factories and for foundries.
 
Among them the “ECO RECYCLING” line of fluxes for melting 
of non-ferrous metals in scrap recycling factories. The main 
advantage of these fluxes is good efficient / price ratio.

“ECO FOUNDRY” line of fluxes for non-ferrous metals con-
tains product solutions for operations with liquid metals in 

casting technology.

We are in progress for new innovative solutions in the field of 
fluxing treatment for  recycling factories and for foundries.

Based on the researches in our technological center, long-
term experience and up-date knowledge we are propose the 
optimal solutions for customer’s technological operations with 
non-ferrous liquid metals during melting in various condi-
tions.

B.  Fluxes for non-ferrous metals and alloys
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FLUXES FOR NON-FERROUS METALS AND ALLOYS
(cleaning, covering, degassing, modifying)

The main list of fluxes:

  1. For aluminum alloys

SA-flux-0101 Flux Covering-Refining for aluminium 
foundry alloys

(Eco-recycling line)

Powder flux for cleaning, drossing off and covering molten 
aluminium foundry (Al-Si) alloys

SA-flux-0102 Flux Covering-Refining for aluminium 
extrusion alloys

(Eco-recycling line)

Powder flux for cleaning, drossing off and covering molten 
aluminium extrusion alloys

SA-flux-0103 Flux or concentrate for rotary furnaces
(Eco-recycling line)

Powder flux or concentrate for drossing off, cleaning and cover-
ing molten aluminium alloys for tilting rotary furnaces

SA-flux-0104 Exothermic flux
(Eco-recycling line)

Powder flux with exothermic effect for drossing off, cleaning 
and covering molten aluminium alloys

SA-flux-0105 Flux for Magnesium and Calcium 
removal

(Eco-recycling line)

Powder flux for Magnesium and Calcium removal from alumin-
ium alloys, cleaning, drossing off and covering molten alumin-
ium alloys

SA-flux-0106 Flux for lining cleaning
(Eco-recycling and Eco-foundry lines)

Powder flux for build up cleaning from furnaces and ladles 
lining in aluminium melting / holding furnaces and ladles

SA-flux-0107 Granular refining flux
(Eco-foundry lines)

Granular flux for cleaning and drossing off molten aluminium 
alloys

SA-flux-0108 Degassing tablets
(Eco-foundry lines)

Degassing tablets for aluminium alloys

  2. For pure copper and copper-based alloys

SA-flux-0109 Flux Covering-Refining for copper
(Eco-recycling and Eco-foundry lines)

Powder flux for cleaning, drossing off and covering molten pure 
copper and copper-based alloys

SA-flux-0110 Boron containing tablets for oxygen and 
hydrogen removal
(Eco-recycling and Eco-foundry lines)

Boron containing tablets for oxygen and hydrogen removal from 
pure copper and copper-based alloys

  3. For lead and lead-based alloys

SA-flux-0111 Flux Covering-Refining for lead
(Eco-recycling and Eco-foundry lines)

Powder flux for cleaning, drossing off and covering molten pure 
lead and lead-based alloys

And another products by customer’s request.

Quality certificate: ISO 9001-2009

B.  Fluxes for non-ferrous metals and alloys
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SA-FLUX-0101
Flux Covering-Refining powder flux for cleaning, drossing off 
and covering molten aluminium foundry alloys

Description: It is a powder flux used for removing non-me-
tallic inclusions (oxide layers, carbides and others), drossing 
off and covering surface in aluminium melt. The dry and pow-
der-type dross with low metallic content was obtained after 
cleaning operation by this flux. The dross does not stick on 
furnace lining and crucible surface.

Applications: drossing off aluminium melt for aluminum 
scrap recycling under melting procedure. Cleaning foundry 
aluminium alloys (Al-Si) for wide range of casting techniques 
(high pressure die casting, low pressure die casting, gravity 
casting in permanent and sand molds, others) and different 
furnace types.

Method of use: 

1. In case of  aluminium scrap recycling Covering-Re-
fining flux introduces in melt stepwise with every part 
of batch addition. The finish treatment is doing before 
melt pouring.

2. In case of aluminium foundry alloys cleaning for 
casting Covering-Refining flux introduces in melt by 
hand foundry plunger under melt surface.

For all applications the temperature of treatment must be above 
720°С

Main advantages:
- Dry and powder-type dross with low metallic content 

was obtained after using.

- The metallic foam formation is minimized.

- Perfect melt cleaning for all types of furnaces and all 
types of aluminium alloys.

Dosage: average dosage 0,1% - 0,5% (by mass) or 1 – 5 kg 
of flux per 1000 kg of aluminium alloy.

Appearance: gray or white-gray powder. Smell is absent.

Packing: individual 1 kg plastic bags in 25 kg carton box.

Storage: up to 12 months in dry place.

Quality certificate: ISO 9001-2009.

B.  Fluxes for non-ferrous metals and alloys
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SA-FLUX-0102
Flux Covering-Refining powder flux for cleaning, drossing off 
and covering molten aluminium extrusion alloys

Description: It is a powder flux used for removing non-me-
tallic inclusions (oxide layers, carbides and others), drossing 
off and covering surface in aluminium melt. The dry and pow-
der-type dross with low metallic content was obtained after 
cleaning operation by this flux. The dross does not stick on 
furnace lining and crucible surface.

Applications: drossing off aluminium melt for aluminum 
scrap recycling under melting procedure. Cleaning pure alu-
minium and extrusion aluminium alloys during melting in var-
ious types of furnaces. Low percentage of sodium-based salts 
in accordance to the extrusion alloys requirements.

Method of use: 

1. In case of  aluminium scrap recycling Covering-Re-
fining flux introduces in melt stepwise with every part of 
batch addition. 

2. The finish treatment is doing before melt pouring.

For all applications the temperature of treatment must be above 
720°С

Main advantages:
- Dry and powder-type dross with low metallic content 
was obtained after using.

- The metallic foam formation is minimized.

- Perfect melt cleaning for all types of furnaces and all 
types of aluminium extrusion alloys.

Dosage: average dosage 0,1% - 0,5% (by mass) or 1 – 5 kg 
of flux per 1000 kg of aluminium alloy.

Appearance: gray or white-gray powder. Smell is absent.

Packing: individual 1 kg plastic bags in 25 kg carton box.

Storage: up to 12 months in dry place.

Quality certificate: ISO 9001-2009.

B.  Fluxes for non-ferrous metals and alloys
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SA-FLUX-0103
Flux or concentrate for rotary furnaces powder flux or concen-
trate for drossing off, cleaning and covering molten aluminium 
alloys for tilting rotary furnaces

Description: It is a powder flux used for drossing off and 
covering surface for aluminium recycling in tilting rotary fur-
naces. Also it is used for removing non-metallic inclusions 
(oxide layers, carbides and others) and decreases gas content 
in aluminium melt. The dry and powder-type dross with low 
metallic content was obtained after addition of this flux. The 
dross does not stick on furnace lining.

Applications: drossing off aluminium melt for aluminum 
scrap recycling under melting procedure in tilting rotary fur-
naces. Cleaning all type of aluminium alloys in tilting rotary 
furnaces. Aluminum melt surface covering. Can be in concen-
trate form by customer’s request.

Method of use: 

1. After melting of first scrap flux introduces in dosage 
2 - 3 %. After that mixing the flux in melt by furnace 
rotation or by hand instruments.

2. Add new part of scrap in furnace and after melting 
this part of scrap introduces next flux part in dosage of 
2 - 4 %. Mixing the flux in melt by furnace rotation or 
by hand instruments.  The dry and powder-type dross 
must be obtained.

3. Melt pouring.

The temperature of aluminium melt must be below 800°С for 
exothermic reaction avoidance.

Main advantages:
- Dry and powder-type dross with low metallic content 
was obtained after using in rotary furnace.

- Perfect melt cleaning for all types of aluminium alloys.

Dosage: average dosage:

- 4% (by mass) for compact aluminium scrap melting.

- 6% (by mass) for aluminium chip melting.

- 7% (by mass) for aluminum slag melting.

For right scrap preparation (without oil, organic and moisture) 
the dosage can be decreases.

Appearance: white or white-gray powder. Smell is absent.

Packing: 25 kg plastic bags.

Storage: up to 12 months in dry place.

Quality certificate: ISO 9001-2009.

B.  Fluxes for non-ferrous metals and alloys
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SA-FLUX-0104
Exothermic Flux powder flux for drossing off, cleaning and 
covering molten aluminium alloys

Description: It is a powder flux with exothermic effect used 
for drossing off, removing non-metallic inclusions (oxide lay-
ers, carbides and others) and covering surface in aluminium 
melt. The dry and powder-type dross with low metallic content 
was obtained after cleaning operation by this flux. The dross 
does not stick on furnace lining and crucible surface.

Applications: drossing off aluminium melt for aluminum 
scrap recycling under melting procedure. Cleaning all types 
of aluminium alloys for wide range of casting techniques and 
different furnace types. Metal yield is increasing (especially in 
crucible type furnaces) because of exothermic effect for scrap 
melting.

Method of use: 
In case of  aluminium scrap recycling exothermic flux intro-
duces in melt stepwise with every part of batch addition. The 
finish treatment is doing before melt pouring.

For all applications the temperature of treatment must be above 
720°С

Main advantages:
- Dry and powder-type dross with low metallic content 
was obtained after using.

- The metallic foam formation is minimized.

- Perfect melt cleaning for all types of furnaces and all 

types of aluminium alloys.

Dosage: average dosage 0,1% - 0,5% (by mass) or 1 – 5 kg 
of flux per 1000 kg of aluminium alloy.

Appearance: gray or white-gray powder. Smell is absent.

Packing: individual 1 kg plastic bags in 25 kg carton box.

Storage: up to 12 months in dry place.

Quality certificate: ISO 9001-2009.

B.  Fluxes for non-ferrous metals and alloys
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SA-FLUX-0105
Flux for Magnesium and Calcium removal from aluminium 
alloys powder flux for Magnesium and Calcium removal from 
aluminium alloys, cleaning, drossing off and covering molten 
aluminium alloys

Description: It is a powder flux used for Magnesium and 
Calcium removal from molten aluminium alloys for secondary 
aluminium alloys producers. Also it is removing non-metallic 
inclusions (oxide layers, carbides and others) and decreases 
gas content in aluminium melt. The dry and powder-type dross 
with low metallic content was obtained after addition of this 
flux.

Applications: effective Magnesium and Calcium removal 
from molten aluminium alloys, drossing off and cleaning al-
uminium melt for aluminum scrap recycling for secondary al-
uminium alloys preparation. Aluminum melt surface covering. 
Can be used for all types of melting furnaces. Reduction of 
Mg and Ca content is often question for secondary aluminium 
alloys producers. In past the chlorine gas was used. Today, 
worldwide, the special fluxes are using because of chlorine 
gas extremely dangerous.

Method of use: 
1. Add flux on melt surface.

2. Mixing the flux in melt by mechanical (electromag-
netic) stirring or by hand instruments. 

3. Waiting up to 10 min for products of reaction float 
on surface.

4. Dross removal and check Mg or Ca content. If it is 

above the requirements repeat the flux addition.

5. Melt pouring.

The temperature of aluminium melt must be above 760°С.

Flux addition can be made through flux injection.

Main advantages:
- Effective Magnesium and Calcium removal from alu-
minium melt in all types of furnaces.

- Dry and powder-type dross with low metallic content 
was obtained.

- Melt cleaning and covering for all types of aluminium 
alloys.

Dosage: average dosage range 5 – 10 kg of flux for removal 1 
kg of Magnesium from aluminium melt (depend on method of 
addition, temperature, metal circulation and time for reaction).

Appearance: white or white-grey powder. Smell is absent.

Packing: 25 kg plastic bags.

Storage: up to 12 months in dry place.

Quality certificate: ISO 9001-2009.

B.  Fluxes for non-ferrous metals and alloys
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SA-FLUX-0106
Flux for lining cleaning powder flux for build up cleaning from 
furnaces and ladles lining in aluminium melting / holding fur-
naces and ladles

Description: It is a powder flux used for cleaning (removing) 
of build up from furnaces and ladles lining. Also for removing 
non-metallic inclusions (oxide layers, carbides and others), 
drossing off and covering surface in aluminium melt. The dry 
and powder-type dross with low metallic content was obtained 
after cleaning operation by this flux.

Applications: cleaning of build up (generated by dross stick-
ing on lining surface) from furnaces and ladles lining. Clean-
ing aluminium alloys for wide range of casting techniques and 
different furnace types. Drossing off aluminium melt for alumi-
num scrap recycling. 

Method of use: 

1. First part of flux introduces in furnace with batch 
charging in dosage 0,1% (by mass). 

2. Second part of flux introduces in melt (dosage 0,2-
0,4% by mass) after melting of the charged batch and 
stirring the melt.

3. After 5 minutes of melt rest the products of reaction 
will be floating to the melt surface.

4. The mechanical cleaning (removing) of build up from 
furnaces or ladles lining is possible after dross skim-
ming and melt pouring.

For all applications the temperature of treatment must be above 
720°С

Main advantages:
- Effective lining cleaning from build up.

- Dry and powder-type dross with low metallic content 
was obtained after using.

- Perfect melt cleaning for all types of furnaces and all 
types of aluminium alloys.

Dosage: average dosage 0,3% - 0,5% (by mass) or 3 – 5 kg 
of flux per 1000 kg of aluminium alloy.

Appearance: gray or pink-gray powder. Smell is absent.

Packing: individual 1 kg plastic bags in 25 kg carton box.

Storage: up to 12 months in dry place.

Quality certificate: ISO 9001-2009.

B.  Fluxes for non-ferrous metals and alloys
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SA-FLUX-0107
Granular flux for cleaning and drossing off molten aluminium 
alloys

Description: PF-2 is a granular flux used for removing 
non-metallic inclusions (oxide layers, carbides and others) 
and decreasing gas content in cast parts. The dry and pow-
der-type dross with low metallic content was obtained after 
cleaning operation by this flux. The dross does not stick on 
furnace lining and crucible surface.

Applications: cleaning all type of aluminium foundry alloys 
for wide range of casting techniques (high pressure die cast-
ing, low pressure die casting, gravity casting in permanent 
and sand molds, others). Also for aluminium foundry alloys 
preparation.

Method of use: 

1. In case of  aluminium foundry alloys preparation 
flux PF-2 introduces in melt stepwise with every part 
of batch addition. The finish treatment is doing before 
melt pouring.

2. In case of aluminium foundry alloys cleaning for 
casting flux PF-2 introduces in melt under rotor mixing 
equipment or by hand foundry plunger.

For all applications the temperature of treatment must be above 
680°С

Main advantages:
- The average dosage of PF-2 granular flux lower than 
for powder fluxes.

- Low smell and smoke emission under using.

- Dry and powder-type dross with low metallic content 
was obtained after using.

- The metallic foam formation is minimized.

Dosage: average dosage 0,1% - 0,2% (by mass) or 1 - 2 kg 
of flux per 1000 kg of aluminium alloy.

Appearance: white granular. Smell is absent.

Packing: 25 kg plastic bag in carton box.

Storage: up to 12 months in dry place.

Quality certificate: ISO 9001-2009.

B.  Fluxes for non-ferrous metals and alloys
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SA-FLUX-0108
Degassing tablets degassing tablets (flux in form of tablets) for 
degassing molten aluminium alloys

B.  Fluxes for non-ferrous metals and alloys

Description: It is flux in form of tablet used for degassing 
aluminium alloys melt. The tablets release a quantity of Ni-
trogen gas for degassing procedure of alumnium melt. Also 
the cleaning of melt (non-metallic inclusions (oxide layers, 
carbides and others) removing) due to the inclusions float ef-
fect under degassing. The dry and powder-type dross with low 
metallic content was obtained after cleaning and degassing 
operations in case of using degassing tablets together with 
covering-refining fluxes.

Applications: degassing operation of aluminium melt under 
melting / holding procedure. Improving the aluminium melt 
cleaning (in case of degassing tablets and covering-refining 
fluxes mutual using) for wide range of casting techniques 
(high pressure die casting, low pressure die casting, gravity 
casting in permanent and sand molds, others) and different 
furnace types or ladles.

Method of use: 
The degassing tablets introduce in melt by degassing plunger 
tool under melt surface to the bottom of furnace crucible or 
furnace/ladle hearth. The temperature of treatment must be in 
the range: 620°С – 750°С. The degassing plunger must be 
in melt till ending of reaction. After reaction the melt rest time 
must be 5-10 minutes. The melt can be pouring after skim-
ming the dross.

Main advantages:
- Effective degassing of aluminium melt.

- Improving aluminium melt cleaning.

- Increasing aluminium cast density.

Dosage: average dosage 0,1% - 0,2% (by mass) or 1 – 2 kg 
of tablets per 1000 kg of aluminium alloy.

Appearance: white or white-gray tablets. Smell is absent.

Packing: 250 gram tablets in 25 kg carton box.

Storage: up to 12 months in dry place.

Quality certificate: ISO 9001-2009.
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B.  Fluxes for non-ferrous metals and alloys

SA-FLUX-0109
Flux Covering-Refining for copper powder flux for cleaing, 
covering and drossing off molten pure copper and coper-based  
alloys

Description: It is a powder flux used for removing non-me-
tallic inclusions (oxide layers, carbides and others) in pure 
copper and copper-based alloys, drossing off and covering 
surface under melting, decreasing the gas pore defects in cast-
ings. The dry and powder-type dross with low metallic content 
was obtained after cleaning operation by this flux. Flux does 
not react with furnace lining.

Applications: cleaning, covering and drossing off melt of 
pure copper and copper-based alloys under melting procedure 
in copper scrap recycling. Cleaning pure copper and cop-
per-based alloys for wide range of casting techniques (high 
pressure die casting, low pressure die casting, gravity casting 
in permanent and sand molds, others) and different types of 
furnaces.

Method of use:

1. In case of copper scrap recycling covering-refining 
flux introduces in melt stepwise with every part of batch 
addition. The finish treatment is doing before melt pour-
ing. Intensive stirring of melt promotes full reaction.

2. In case of copper-based alloys cleaning for cast-
ing covering-refining flux introduces in melt by hand 
foundry plunger under melt surface. Intensive stirring 
of melt promotes full reaction.

For all applications the temperature of treatment must be above 

850°С.

Main advantages:
- Dry and powder-type dross with low metallic content 
was obtained after using.

- Effective melt cleaning operation for all types of fur-
naces and all types of copper-based alloys.

- Decreasing the gas pore defects in cast parts.

Dosage: average dosage 0,05% - 0,2% (by mass) or 0,5 – 2 
kg of flux per 1000 kg of copper-based  alloy.

Appearance: gray or white-gray powder. Smell is absent.

Packing: individual 1 kg plastic bags in 25 kg carton box.
Storage: up to 12 months in dry place.

Quality certificate: ISO 9001-2009.
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SA-FLUX-0110
Boron containing tablets for oxygen and hydrogen removal 
boron containing tablets (flux in form of tablets) for oxygen and 
hydrogen removal from pure copper and copper-based alloys

Description: It is boron containing flux in form of tablets 
used for oxygen and hydrogen removal from copper-based al-
loys. The flux is suitable for pure copper and all copper-based 
alloys (brass, bronze, others). The tablets release a quantity 
(around 90% of tablet weight) of boron in melt. Well known 
that boron is one of the most effective deoxidizer for copper 
without harmful effect of reducing the electrical conductivity. 
Also the addition of boron in copper-based alloys is the grain 
refining effect. As result, the boron containing flux improves 
the mechanical and physical (first of all electrical conductivity) 
properties of pure copper and copper-based alloys.

Applications: oxygen and hydrogen removal operation in 
pure copper and copper-based melt under melting / holding 
procedure. Improving the mechanical properties of pure cop-
per and copper-based alloys for wide range of casting tech-
niques (continuous casting for electric wire production, high 
pressure die casting, low pressure die casting, gravity casting 
in permanent and sand molds, others) and different furnace 
types.

Method of use: 
The boron containing tablets introduce in melt by degassing 
plunger tool under melt surface to the bottom of furnace cru-
cible or furnace hearth. The temperature of treatment must be 
above 900°С. The degassing plunger must be in melt till end-
ing of reaction. After reaction the melt rest time must be 1-3 
minutes. The melt can be pouring after skimming the dross.

Main advantages:
- Effective oxygen and hydrogen removal from pure 
copper and copper-based alloys.

- Improving mechanical properties of pure copper and 
copper-based alloys.

- Increasing electrical conductivity of copper.

Dosage: average dosage 0,05 - 0,1% (by mass) or 0,5 – 1 kg 
of tablets per 1000 kg of copper-based alloys.

Appearance: white or white-gray tablets. Smell is absent.

Packing: 200 gram tablets in 25 kg carton box.
Storage: up to 12 months in dry place.

Quality certificate: ISO 9001-2009.
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SA-FLUX-0111
Flux Covering-Refining for lead powder flux for cleaning, 
drossing off and covering molten pure lead and lead-based  
alloys

Description: It is a powder flux used for removing non-metal-
lic inclusions (oxide layers, carbides and others) in pure lead 
and lead-based alloys, drossing off and covering surface un-
der melting. The dry and powder-type dross with low metallic 
content was obtained after cleaning operation by this flux. Im-
proving the mechanical properties of pure lead and lead-based 
alloys. Flux does not react with crucible or furnace lining.

Applications: cleaning, covering and drossing off melt of 
pure lead and lead-based alloys under melting procedure in 
lead scrap recycling. Cleaning pure lead and lead-based al-
loys for wide range of casting techniques and different types 
of furnaces.

Method of use:

1. In case of lead scrap recycling covering-refining flux 
introduces in melt stepwise with every part of batch ad-
dition. The finish treatment is doing before melt pour-
ing. Intensive stirring of melt promotes full reaction. 
After reaction the melt rest time must be 10 minutes. 
The melt can be pouring after skimming the dross.

2. In case of pure lead and lead-based alloys cleaning 
for casting covering-refining flux introduces in melt 
by hand foundry plunger under melt surface. Intensive 
stirring of melt promotes full reaction. After reaction 
the melt rest time must be 10 minutes. The melt can be 
pouring after skimming the dross.

For all applications the temperature of treatment must be above 
400°С.

Main advantages:
- Dry and powder-type dross with low metallic content 
(lead content in dross decreases on 4-5 %) was ob-
tained after using.

- Effective melt cleaning operation for all types of fur-
naces and all types of lead-based alloys.

- Increasing the mechanical properties of pure lead and 
lead-based alloys.

Dosage: average dosage 0,05% - 0,2% (by mass) or 0,5 – 
2 kg of flux per 1000 kg of lead-based  alloy.

Appearance: gray or white-gray powder. Smell is absent.

Packing: individual 1 kg plastic bags in 25 kg carton box.

Storage: up to 12 months in dry place.

Quality certificate: ISO 9001-2009.
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C.  CONSULTING AND ENGINEERING FOR 
FOUNDRIES AND RECYCLING FACTORIES

Consulting and engineering for foundries and recycling factories

More than 30 years of experience in the foundry industry and 
taking into account the modern science researches allow “En-
gineering company - SAS” to present effective solutions for 
non-ferrous metals foundries and recycling factories.

Our team of experts (among them Ph.D researchers and en-
gineers with long-term experience) propose the wide range of 
consultations in the field of foundry and recycling of non-fer-
rous metals and alloys:

1. Selection the optimal technology, materials and 
equipments for new casting or recycling projects, for 
expansion projects and for modernization of existing 
foundries.

2. Selection the optimal technological parameters for in-
creasing the productivity and decreasing the rejects for 
existing castings of non-ferrous metals and alloys.

3. Cast metals quality complex investigations (structure, 
mechanical and physical properties, cast defects ana-
lyzing).

4. Calculation and design of heating systems for foundry 
(furnaces and preheating systems).

Testing of new products and technical solutions in our tech-
nological center, long-term experience and up-date knowledge 
give us the optimal solutions in accordance to the customer’s  
technological operations with non-ferrous liquid metals and 
alloys during melting and casting in various conditions.

The optimal solutions for effective casting technologies 
(high-pressure die casting, low pressure and gravity die cast-
ing in permanent or sand molds) can be proposed for our cus-
tomers.

We are in progress for new innovative solutions in the field of 
non-ferrous metals and alloys casting for foundries and for 
recycling factories.
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D.  MELTIG / HOLDING FURNACES FOR NON-FER-
ROUS METALS AND ALLOYS, HEATING ELEMENTS
According to the our experience in foundry industry of 
non-ferrous metals and alloys “Engineering company – SAS” 
presents the wide range of furnaces for melting and holding of 
aluminium, brass and zinc based alloys.

Based on our customer’s requests we are flexible for design 
and producing (in cooperation with EU producers) of the opti-

mal final product with low energy consumption, high produc-
tivity and reasonable price.

We are open for new innovative projects and up-to date re-
quests.

Several examples of our design and production activities:

1. Melting electric resistance crucible tilting furnace for brass, 
aluminium and zinc based alloys – model ETF-A80

2. Stationary melting / holding electric resistance furnace for 
aluminium, brass and zinc based alloys– model ESF-BU300

The furnace can be tilting by hand for pouring liquid metal into 
a casting mold or transporting ladle.

The furnace low electric energy consumption due to the mod-
ern fiber-type insulation materials.

AC 80 VO stabil crucible from Morgan (Noltina, Germany), 
crucible capacity: Cu - 80 kg, Al – 24 kg.

Furnace electric power – 20 kW, 3 phases. Melting rate (ap-
proximately) – 19 kg Al per hour.

Heating elements are made from modern Resistohm P145 wire 
in form of spirals on ceramic tubes for long term life time.

Furnace control cabinet with electronic PID regulator of tem-
perature for precise temperature control and low electric ener-
gy consumption.

The furnace low electric energy consumption due to the mod-
ern fiber-type insulation materials.

BU 300 (capacity 300 kg of Al) or BU 350 (capacity 350 kg of 
Al) crucibles from Morgan (Noltina, Germany) can be installed 
into furnace.

Heating elements are made from modern Resistohm P145 wire 
in form of spirals on ceramic tubes for long term life time.

Furnace electric power – 75 kW, 3 phases. Melting rate (ap-
proximately) – 80 kg Al per hour.

Furnace control cabinet with electronic PID regulator of tem-
perature for precise temperature control and low electric ener-
gy consumption (average electric power consumption – 0,6-
0,8 kW*h per kg of aluminium melt).
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3. Melting electric resistance crucible tilting furnace for alu-
minium, brass and zinc based alloys – model ETF-BU350

4.Heating elements for industrial furnaces and heating systems

The furnace can be tilting by servomotor for pouring liquid 
metal into a casting mold or transporting ladle (safety and low 
energy expense).

Rigid construction of the furnace body is made from structural 
steel.

The furnace low electric energy consumption due to the mod-
ern fiber-type insulation materials.

BU 350 stabil crucible from Morgan (Noltina, Germany), cru-
cible capacity: 350 kg of Al.

Furnace electric power – 63 kW, 3 phases. Melting rate (ap-
proximately) – 75 kg Al per hour.

Heating elements are made from modern Resistohm P145 wire 
in form of spirals on ceramic tubes for long term life time.

Furnace control cabinet with electronic PID regulator of tem-
perature for precise temperature control and low electric ener-
gy consumption.

We can produce different heating elements for industrial fur-
naces and heating systems using appropriate software for cal-
culation and design.

Producing by request allow us propose the individual products 
for various new or existing furnaces and heating systems.
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Reference list

REFERENCE LIST
TIN IMPEX
(Ukraine)

PRODUCTION OF ALUMINIUM
FOUNDRY ALLOYS

7000 tons of aluminium alloys per year.
Export aluminium alloys to Volkswagen
Group, Whilpool, Gorenje, Aluminium
Fischer GmbH

Metallwerke
Bender 
(Germany)

BELCVETMET
(Belarus)

RUSAL RESAL
(RUSAL GROUP)
(Russia)

KAMAZ Group
(Russia)

PRODUCTION OF ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS

ALUMINIUM SCRAP RECYCLING

ALUMINIUM SCRAP RECYCLING
ALUMINIUM FOIL PRODUCTION

AUTOMOTIVE CASTING
PRODUCTION

KAMAZ Group of Companies is the
largest automobile corporation in the
Russian Federation.
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LLC “SanTehRaj”
(Ukraine)

HEATING RADIATORS PRODUCTION BY 
HIGH PRESSURE DIECASTING

The largest radiators producer in Ukraine. 
Export to Russia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, 
Kazakhstan, Moldova, USA and Canada with 
ТМ Mirado, Diva, Elite, Elegance heating 
radiators.

Kabelny zavod
Ltd. (Ukraine)

TECHSTANDART
Ltd. (Ukraine)

CJSC «Svinets»
(Ukraine)

PPODUCTION OF COPPER
ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES

More than 130-types of different electric 
cables.

BRASS CASTING BY HIGH
PRESSURE DIE CASTING

LEAD AND LEAD ALLOYS PRODUCTION

30 000 tons of zinc and 100 000 tons of lead 
per year.

Car battery producer for new car: Fiat, PSA 
(Peugeot/Citroen), Hyundai, Volkswagen 
Group, Mercedes-Benz.
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